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TO: Scientific Deputy JTF-8, William Ogle, LASL 

FROM: F. C. Gilbert, LRL 

SUBJECT: OPERATION CROSSCHECK ' Cfi^^!E4^E 

I. IMTROIXJCTION 

The body of this report will consist of three sections covering the three major 

areas of LEIL participation in Operation Crosscheck. These are: 

II. Diagnostic Aircraft 

III. Radiochemical Sampling 

IV. Device Assembly and Handling, Barbers Point 

The information contained in these sections has been extracted from Crosscheck post-

operation reports vritten to me by II-Milton Heinberg, III-Harry Hicks and Dick 

Operation Crosscheck vas held to help attain an actual state of readiness for 

the nation to resume atmospheric testing on a relatively short notice. Specifically, 

it exercised for the first time the organization and equipment that had been assembled 

on various, time scales .and in.different places during the yast tvo years. 

Crosscheck consisted of two actual test vehicle drops, one controlled by LASL 

and the other by LRL. Each drop was to be preceded by a flyaround and also by one 

or more mountain top (Ml) simulator flights. The actual flight schedtde was as 

follows: 



Date 

10/T/6U 

10/9/64 

10/12/64 

IO/15/6U 

IO/IT/64 

10/19/64 

10/22/64 

10/24/64 

vrtliHk^ 

Purpose of Flight 

MT Simulation 

MT Simulation/ColDimation 

Flyaround-Crosscheck 1 

'iUV DropCrosscheck 1 

'i'l'V Drop-Cross check 1 

MT Simulation 

Flyarotmd-Crosscheck 2 

UTV Drop-Crosscheck 2 
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Controlling Lab 

LASL 

LASL 

LASL 

LASL-Weather Abort 

LASL 

LRL 

LRL 

LRL 

II. DIAGNOSTIC AIRCRAFT 

ORGANIZATION 

Under JTF-8, various task groups were set up to provide certain services 

These followed previously established patterns, with one major exception. Task 

Group 8.7 was created to eissume operational control of most elements participating 

in a mission during a period from immediately before (a few hoTors) to ixmnediately 

after (again, a few hours) each mission. At other times, all elements were respons-

ibleTtOrtheiribaeiC:,organi^atioh. jThis organization ,(8.T) laigbt have been more, ., , 

effective had its existence been longer and had it included all participating 

vmits (i.e., 8.3). 

The location of Ceamnander JTP-8 on Johnston Island, relatively isolated from 

the active part of his t̂ onanand,"made certain aspects of the operation d.ifficult; 

In particular, weather briefings, readiness reports, hazards evaluations and 

reporting ©f experimental objectives were made on J.I. 

•• \ . L - . 

In an attempt t o permit an e f f i c i en t flow of information between the Air Force 

and the s c i e n t i f i c agencies, the Air Force Ins is ted on a "s ingle poin t of contact" 

on both s i d e s , the Air Force and the sc i en t i f i c agencies. The AEC, with siipport from 

BCJ&G(TU 8 .5 .2 ) , representedrbhe sc i en t i f i c agencies,, while TG 8.4 designated a 

spec i f i c off iceHio -provide t h i s if or the Air Force. From a l l tifhservatlons, the AEC 

«f fo r t functioned exti'timely v e i l , with a representat ive of ^;he off ice on duty a t a l l 

- t^me^ - tha t i voiw-bttHflie ^. lea vas underway. - However, t he Air jForceioffice vas only 

fhoors rand Wen a t these times ididTibt always If orward •+' manned du r ing mormal vorl 

requlren«nts In to the Air • Force system. The solution t o the firsjlb problem, as p ro 

posed by^ thie Air iForce, was t ha t the AEC office go d i r e c t l y t o t i e various base faci

l i t i e s for STq^ortdurii ig off-duty hoiirs. They proposed no scilution to the second. 
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It appears that, if the Air Force retains their desire for "single points of contact", 

a change in the Air Force method of providing their "point" is mandatory. 

The need for a deputy to the Scientific Deputy, who would be concerned only 

with the aircraft portion of an operation, was made clear. This individual should 

work from the office that was manned by the AEC "single point of contact" at Hickam, 

and devote full time to aircraft operations. 

B. SUPPORT 

The support provided by EG&G (TU 8.5.2), in addition to the "single point 

of contact" office, was concerned directly with sxipport of the technical aircraft 

crews. The question of whether or not this support woiild even be furnished had been 

discussed in Albuquerque at some length, and was finally provided at the strong xrrging 

of LEJL and LASL. It is felt that this stq>port was excellent, extremely valuable and 

indispensable, and should be considered as a permanent part of the NC-135 organization. 

Neither H & N nor the Air Force could have provided the trained personnel furnished by 

EG&G. 

General field support was provided by Holmes and Narver. Two major organizational 

proBlem^ were'notedT rarst, 'a single individual. Bill "l̂ illard, was apparently ifespons-

ible for all area sirpervision. The work he did was excellent, but some jobs were de

layed siii5)ly because the magnitude of the total work load was too great for a single 

individual. One or more assistants would have been of definite value. Secondly, the 

only available labor source was obtainable through the Department of Public Works at 

Pearl Harbor on an as-needed basis. This required a pre-scheduling of requirements 

that was at times singly not ccrapatible with actual need, and also made it inrpossible 

to continue work that lasted longer than had been anticipated. 

A serious problem concerning the AEC-furnished trailers was apparent at the veiy 

beginning of Crosscheck. Equipment for some of the trailers, specifically the photo 

and electronics trailers, that was to have been provided by the AEC through H & N had 

" not been ordered. Furthermore, this fact was not only not known tint 11 the first LRL 

persoamel arrived on-site but it was even denied at that time. The solution involved 

, LE^ 8kl|rpiD£ £rom Llyezvare whatev^ vas jlmniedlately available. ^Is proA^ded a 

i^T ' "belrê lŷ equatSe" fiaelllty thalTviil have to be lji5)roveia ptior to further usfe. ' This 

points out the absolute necessity «P LRL staff svqpport arriving in the field earlier 

than was done for Crosscheck. In general, the trailer facility was adequate in size 

toi^ oxir needs. Preventative maintenance, such as leaking roofs, is a continuing 
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problem. It is felt that for the next time, a second office trailer connected 

to the existing one, is highly desirable. It is mandatory if the TUC's office is 

moved from Damon Tract to Hickam, a move being considered by WL. 

Another fact made very clear by Crosscheck concerns the availability of a 

machine shop for use of the technical agencies. WL shipped two completely outfitted 

trailers from Albuquerque even tliovigh existing facilities at Hickam were made available. 

These facilities, trpon close inspection, were simply not adequate for the precision 

type of work done by the Laboratories. As a result, the LRL trailers were in constant 

use, both by LRL and very often EG&G personnel. LRL had original 1 y requested that 

the AEC provide a facility to meet Laboratory specifications. Because of lack of funds, 

it was not done. The cost of such a facility is estimated at $75,000, while the cost 

of shipping the LRL "trailers out and back was $38^000. It is apparent that an AEC-

furnished facility shovild definitely be reconsidered on the basis of economics alon^. 

Finally, as a general statement, overall support planning by the Task Force several 

times indicated a lack of vuaderstanding of the needs of the technical agencies. This 

was apparent when a unilateral Task Force decision would be made that was in complete 

conflict with Lab requirements. As one example, on Sunday, 25 October, LRL received 

word th^t the;inaelrfiie,j$ho(jr traliera^vi^uld be retci^ed to Albuquerque by s\|rffice> jrfther 

than air, transportation. We had already stated that surface movement was not co(n5>a-

tible with our needs, and in fact had arranged for round trip air movement many months 

in advance. While discrepancies such as this can \isually be straightened out with great 

effort, it indicates a need for closer liaison between the technical agencies and the 

Task Force. 

C. OPERATIONS 

Aircraft operational procedures during Crosscheck closely parallelled those 

established at Kirtland, being modified only as required by the on-site activation of 

Task Force elements. One major change in these proced\ires involved the "single point 

of contact" concept that is discussed tinder Organization. 

— , — ' ^ ^_ 

An additional change, affecting only the technical agencies, pertained to the 

manner by wMch each agency scheduled tii^ir working periods aboard the aircraft. At 

Kirtiand, IJ&î  liSL'andSOvere^ach respcmsible^fer |BcSedi0dng"5j^ 

particular I plane, regardless of which agency was actually performing the vork. During 

Crosscheck, each'agency scheduled only their own itork, regardless of which plane was 

involved. The latter system appears to be more desirable, and will probably be used 
at Kirtland from now on. 

file:///isually
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Relationships between the technical agencies during Crosscheck were exceptionally 

good at the working level. It is apparent that several agencies can provide, operate, 

and maintain their portion of an overall aircraft system with little or no detrimental 

interaction. Coordination with the Air Force was generally the same as had been found 

at Kirtland. Certain parts of the military system simply do not lend themselves to 

agency requirements. One of these is the crew rest policy. For twelve hours prior 

to each flight, it was almost inrpossible to find a responsible individual with whom 

to discuss the flight. This even seems to include personnel who were not flying. A 

second problem concerns the actual staffing level of the Air Force. As at Kirtland, 

they were not geared to even occasional periods of 24-hour duty without causing a 

major, gyration in the system. This applies to both flight and maintenance personnel, 

and stems from the fact that they are staffed to support these aircraft as they would 

any standard C-135. No allowance is made for the equipment on board and the requirement 

to operate this equipment almost full-time while on the groxmd. 

The security procedures used during Crosscheck never quite coincided with the 

desires of the Laboratory. Two specific exangiles are cited. Access to the classified 

trailer park usually consisted of waving a badge at the guard from a distance of two 

to ten feet without ever stopping. It became more of an honor system than a security 

. system. .̂ Ĉepyerŝ ly, atte©ti|)g ,.tQ -f ign̂  p̂ ^̂  unhedged person jinto •^^^^rea, ,and also _ ^ 

aboard the aircraft, was" very often an unnecessarily long process. It is felt that 

the first part of this problem could, and shotild, have been more strictly enforced^ 

while a somewhat more efficient system could have been used for the sign in/sign out 

procedure . The second Instance, -vdalle not involving the actual mechanics of the 

system^ points out an undesirable situation. When returniiig fim 

craft went directly to the refueling area where the personnel disembarked, rather 

than to the permanent parking area. This meant that classified data obtained during 

the flight was hand-carried back to the trailer park either on clip boards, in pockets 

or empty film boxes by personnel who had been irp for 24 hovurs or more. One solution 

would be to return the planes first to the permanent area for unloading and then tow 

them to-the refueling area. Another would Involve some type of courier or escort 

capability between the two areas. It is recommended that the entire secuiilty systeaaj^j 

•be reviewed and modified prior to another operatlOTi. This reviey sl̂ ould defInitê Jf 

Include the technical agencies in addition to the ̂ AEC. This vas done at the beginning 

1 oĵ  Crosscheck; but ecmmenlp vere nevei! Jj3ooz|poz>atQd into the Task Forcei gecfflr̂ ty 

directive. 
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As in the case of ground operational procedures, airborne operations were 

basically an extension of policies developed d\iring the Eglin missions. A smoother 

control of the scientific array resulted from more experience and procedural modi

fications . 

Transfer, of military command from the ground, as it had been at Eglin, to the 

air array, resulted in an expected improvement in coordination. However, it is 

recommended that both the Scientific Deputy and the Military Commander be in the 

NC-135 array rather than the AAOC. for easier and more reliable communication. This 

wovild also permit a much simpler means of talking about and arovind classified matters. 

Another, communication problem that cannot be solved by a location change concerns 

contact between the NC-135's and the B-57 sample controller. On both drops it was 

arranged to utilize). UHF.«7̂ - the .Sandia- air«tb»alr. .net, JCor-conrnnin i cation - between, the 

Scientific Ceamnander and the saorple controller. Although it worked, it was marginal. 

If possible, some other method of providing this communication link shoxild be tried. 

One way would be the post-drop returning of a channel on board the NC-135's to the 

primary san5)ler frequency. Another might be the installation of an. additional radio 

aboard the B-57's. 

r T 

''i-l 

before the mission because of -range coordination, the magnitude of the overall array 

during Crosscheck resulted in just about the same situation. Trying to make a late 

change in plans involved the rebriefing of too many elements, and it appears that 

certain restrictions in this area must be accepted. However, the attitude of the 

-Air-J'orpe--i£-^egard'tO'-thls-problem-vas-gen^r-ally*^ -a-minor ̂ hanger-affecting 

only a Bingle-alrcraft rather 4dian several partfr of the array was requested, -the 

cooperation was usually excellent. This «eems to reflect a growing knowledge that 

both the Air Force and the agencies have of each other's jobs. 

P.. TECHNICAL 

- I From the overal l vioypoint, there a re many technical problems t o be solved; 

however j ndae^^fth^se w i l l preyent having a t es t ing capabllA'farTl>y January X, I965. 

-There vill:~al'uays- -!be -problems - in-coPiaectj.anjvith~ther a i r o r ^ ^ ' vfaleh itaJce -^ JHfaile 4o-~ 

-solve, -iuch -a$ -the wieelSr^ot -g^ing A;^ <»i -o&e-third-ef-' ;he ff i r s t vtwenty-four ijoi^slons, 

4[?^s I ]^r^lfm-^a&ffliially-^e& ŝ ^ 

•--i- 1-4--^—-i -4 i-.-4.....i:-j....-..i J±L.,-^ ^ '•• ' 
—L.-.- -j-Foy-a^noye 4etaiied-41scus;^lon of 4;he-$an4lia-aaacUifiraG-iresults see , Sandia-rfports-

"^osscheck Drop Mission October 17, 1964" iaid4J^a?osscheck, 2 Drop Miss ionof Oc-^ob^r 

2 4 , 1964" , ; and JCSfij repor ts " A M / 2 1 / 3 5 4 " , , "AIJ1/21/356", "iM/2l/358", a l l being; EG«G | 

summaries of pa r t i c ipa t ion on Crosscheck,f l ights . ; 
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There are problems, at present, with the UTV simulator. Its EM puljse is far 

too weak and the only time a UTV simulator was dropped the Teller light source 

(A Xenon HE candle) did not work. There is also an uncertainty as to the ability of 

the X-unit used for the device and the candle to supply siifficient current to light 

_ the JBE .In the „candle^ A third,. but jnore imlikely, cause for the failure is that the 

HE from the mock Piglet could have damaged the cables to the candle. There is going 

to have to be closer supervision of Sandia's efforts on the UTV simulator from the Labs 

(lEL and LASL) and certainly more information from SC to the Labs, or this problem 

-Win, continue. A problem, or at least a .question, exists concerning the .flares ejected 

by the UTV to.simulate the fireball. On the iASL drop (Crosscheck l) Idiere ŝ jpeared 

to one.̂ flare at .very early time. This could have .been a reflection off of another air

plane X«-C-E121) or off the TTV or JSTŷ (Cqnrpan3on Test Vehicle^. ..Sandia JLs going to 

—tfat! the, f] nrt̂  system under varying temperature-, .pressure ̂andjJcLbratlon conditions < ., 

Tfeere was -a .problem with the pin signals -frtaa the iUTV. Preliminary information from 

Sendia.indicates some missing pins .and at least one noise pulse. In addition, the 

zippers. f aiJ ed to operate on .either device. This was due to the use of a zipper, 

M(|>fiPi RloPTjLT, iwhiffh vfls nnt contpatl.bl e-With, the jCjrjng ..set. - Information on these . . 

zipper failures was not made available to LRL until 3 days after the second unit Jiad 

been dma^edi. To help clear up these lijuestlons and prevent their recurrence, LRL 

i ,1^ reĝ ieatingja. cqpy.of the f-iln tl>ati.|ireiiordfl the [pin d^tai, .41fit|[,̂.-|hRTfft vlil ._hev(g.h1;in 1. 

.-he. closer <tonTdiitint.1nn,lietween-IiRL at iHittikarti AKB.and-LRL.deviae.people.At.Barbers-goint 

HAS. 

H There 4̂  are 

f ^ t I afi ithey are imnnuf^nti^red, qnd 

gproblems-iwllfh the ;HRT sjrstems . in . thd t we are .expending them 

s ttftldnm jhnYfi nnyispHrea. ,Snndl6 flays jthQ—4. thus ^eldam 

m t a n endi of iBBT-d^vice-parts^ | 

-j- .When the|TTy s t r i k e s t h e water,. theilM/lM sydtea reacijs l)y changing ang>l3'^^^ inai|y 

- timeiii which itt the snmfr thing (iane.foj' the AM fidu.—This, naufjen imany fidit nlgnala .tn^ 
I r 1 I I I 

b^ sen t o u t i)j Sandia vhl«th makes-jt ^ I f t l c u l t . o r jlmpos8ible 4o aeasure ^H$ET-t-

PTkp'j:eBted thaT a 13 oTkoMit Ite 4kro3Cided,-^--n3:^event judre.than. jjneisiiizialJsein/t.. 

i—tJte deaA tjme l a (XLjy a f<!w Tni31iB<tcoiida 

aihe-Eiaie Flush did not <toolialiuinfo33naJilon alouf. t4e del iya f Ahiit Snmla^liafLBfit^ 

131 the iĵ irniji] a xa^ t.o|mn<*k i p the In ter ! a l AiriF! iind ±h:.a nf<|>-rm>t.iri>n ijriTJ V»iVRJto{be| 

liicluded 44-a4l^^»tttre Isb: e Jla^hei 

- i -
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The Sandia report for the Crosscheck 2 drop on October 24 was not received 

u n t i l the morning of October 27. I t i s believed tha t the reason for the delay was 

t ha t the same Sandia personnel who f ly also reduce the data . I t i s suggested tha t 

Sandia bring, data ana l i s t s to Hickam AFB t o prevent the long delay between acquiring 

the data and report i t . 

There was d i f f i cu l ty in radar tracking the t a rge t r a f t on the f i r s t f l i g h t . 

This made the timing and posit ioning of the B-52 and NC-135's too far off to obtain good 

clata. A radar beacon on the ra f t had f a i l ed due to the generator not operat ing. I t 

i s proposed t o have a back-up beacon and power supply to make a more r e l i a b l e system. 

I t i s a l so proposed to use the AIL (Airborne Instruments Lab) radar on the NC-135's 

and a transponder on the r a f t t ha t i s t r iggered by the AIL radar t o aid in pos i t ion ing . 

This i s not very-desirable since t he AIL i s t he primary ' tracking-radar -for theSGSg" ' 

f i r e b a l l cameras and the LRL opt ica l systems. A more desirable solution from LRL's 

viewpoint wovild be for the NC-135's t o pos i t ion themselves with respect t o the device 

in the B-52 and l e t the B-52 posi t ion i t s e l f on a r a f t . This would prevent the 

addi t ional e r ro r of the B-52's timing affecting the overal l timing and ^;hus the aiming 

of the tracked diagnostics equipment. 

—^—-—i—iKi#~NG-135^s-eperated-quite-well -from-fehe-Atr-Pdrc^^vtewitolirtT )"Ar*B«H;Hlng|e7aaS^a," "T" 

t o be fixed t h a t affect more than one -agency. One i s the ground a i r conditioning. 

When no equipment i s being operated, the a i r c r a f t must be kept cool and d i ^ . T'Jhen the 

a i r c r a f t land, much of the sc ien t i f i c equipment i s cold and acts l i ke condensor p la tes 

for t he Inamid atmospliere unless t h e a i r coming i n can be itept cool and dry. This a i r 

-~eoBdii3±ca3tli^-equipment -vm iiave -to l)e-^able -to-operate 24-hours-S'aay^for'lndfiiflnltB"- """ ~ 

periods pf t ime . nMe other a i r Conditioning problem I s on the grotind when the s e l eh t i f i c 

equipment i s operated. The present hydraulic ca r t s t h a t run the equipment a i r 

ccwidltionlng are driven by gasoline engines and suffer from a large f a i lu re r a t e as they 

- -eaTe-net 4aeaigned t o run for long periods of "time. Also, the ca r t s are j u s t adequate 

a t sea l eve l and are degraded by 205& for t he Albuquerqaet-altitude. I t i s suggested 

t h a t e l e b t r i c e a r t s t e obtained and oontinuous duty motor generators be obtained' t o 

pi4>vide-jbhe ^bbctrlct-power. The only remalnitii^^air conditioning prob3]B(rlB on NC-135 

—I taa3.--«una?ef' 3'?3. j nfche -IJRL-alreraffe-.- -Buarlng-^lglit, !^rtienHfche--speci^a-cqulpmfent-tlkboratory~ 

T 'equlpteedb^-iair-copdltionlng i s - l h operetltm -Jfor-an exten&ed per iod 0% time) a^^r^etidous 

- 4 —t teJBpfei'atiu'ej-grfidifen^ I s^^e t up ^fhm^-tht-lfiMnjt ttj-tikck'-offtii^ aircj'af|;~BWOun.tlng "io""'—^ 

'-M—^a,bi3iutfi*e^-tbtai-change, the ftxmt betefeanywiierfe-fi'am 4o^- to 60*^-and'the barfcfbetng^^fO® 
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There is a problem with the power on NC-135 nimiber 371. When the EG&G- camera 

bench is turned on, there are spikes put into the aircraft power that cause the LRL 

optical equipment to oscillate in direction. This effect is more noticeable when 

Sandia is \isj.ng the AIL radar for tracking than when they are using the HRT system. 

The HRT system can not be relied upon due to the shortage of parts mentioned previously 

and a drift problem to be explained later. 

There is not, at present, enough information on the CTV to make accurate 

trajectory predictions; however, there will be a continuing study of the trajectories 

so that by January 1, I965, the trajectories will be known adequately. 

The Tsunami problem still exists and as yet a sea moxmt of sufficient size to 

do the tests planned has not been found. The search for such a -sea-t̂ mount-is-̂ M̂ atinuing 

and the problem of measuring it is well in hand. Since the only sea movmt yet found 

was well marked by Japanese glass fishing floats, it seems that to find others we 

should constilt some Japanese fisherman. It also seems advisable to review the fuzing 

and firing system with the intent of determining its acc^tability for avoiding 

stirf ace bursts. 

-,Pr9bablytthe~b|ggest'probli?m-^et-unBolvedri6ithe^^xnid del^ ^Dropping, 

flares from aircraft is a way >*i±ch was tried during Crosscheek. The Intensity of the 

flare dropped was orders of magnitude too small as it was barely visible to the eye 

or polaroid film. A flare that is bright enough to illuminate the clouds in the target 

area is needed. Another solution would be a pulsed laser beam sent out faxm the NC-135's 

• ̂ e - intensity of-the ̂ ^flected- Ught^-as a- function^ of -tlme-ean- -reveal-eloud--location6. 

In this^way, one-oould measure the cloud density between the diagnostic aircraft 

and the expected burst point. 

1 

The ES&G-fireball eam^ras, -Wiangmeters caad ccaoaaniunication syst^ns on Idjie ̂ r -

craft all performed-very well. -rShere were occasional breakdowns of individual units 
i ! 

which een -be escpeeted from any ".systjem. The only problem, and i t may now be f ixed, 

r^me t h a t there ^mts dlf^Ktculty in communieatliafr^between UC-I35 No.371 and one ot ,the 

-EG-iai^« -on -̂ â e "Sel«atif Ic Gwau^B&^heamel » - j - ^ l 6 ^ s ^3»obab3y-*^te-te 4jhe-ant«Qna 4>edaag 

- locatedjon ;tep of the 4IG-l35ies|*he-trouble iseemed t o ooeur^whea -the top of-the3fC-135 

-r -vis ^^un^ed 4«way ̂ ^xa ^tlie-BG-aSl-|—®ie ; anteai^ -J^istbeeB-4xehanged~jwl*h-^n©ttier -tBansmitter 

' aad -Is -Aew^loeated on "^te^^tteai-of f̂ehe -NG-i35 < llo -^wc^er-^voale vas ^esq^rlenaed +- > 

'• dxJa'iHg-4he-la&t-^ta3J^-heug (Of-this-^Flight^. This ^will be -ch^^ted on future -^flights. — 
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Sandia Corporation IME (Distance MeasTxring Equipment) worked very well as did 

the m./FM. receivers on all NC-135's. Except for the power.problem mentioned previously 

when the BGSG camera bench vas turned on, the AIL radar worked very well. The HRT 

telemetry sjrstem perfomed well except for its tracking ability. On NC-135 No.371 

the 'zero angle referehce" varied with the gain of the system which made it difficult 

to use from one flight to the next unless the collimation was checked early during 

each flight. T3ie solution to this problem will be one of the first to be investigated 

vipon the return of the aircraft to Kirtland Air Force Base. The command consoles are not 

in very good condition. The display that is sttpposed to show'all three NC-135's relative 

to the device is not working now and probably will not be working before April or May 

of 1965. This will probably mean that CJTG 8.7 vill have to fly in the EC-121. The 

weapons safety monitors on the consoles were known to be unsatisfactory before Cross- ' 

check "started and'iare"now'Veing fuhcHbns "than had 

been previously readily attainable. The'limited number of functions now monitored 

worked very well. 

Both "Sandia and L A ^ "trailing paclcages have not teen chetted exit sufficiently yet 

due to minor problems plaguing this system. Most of these problems are now solved, 

and these systems should be tested during the Inert few months. 

The LASL and BG8C time interval (M) stations are in good condition and just need 

an adequa.te simulator for final proof. The optical time interval systems run by both 

are also in good order. 

' ;•BeVig'mBre'TaminiFA^ more carefully. 

Tlie LRL ŝ t̂ems were h-mriedly made ready for Crosscheck in tWo months while the other 

aircraft h^d three and three and one-half months for preparation. The Sandia and EG&G 

^^"^^^ on A/C 371 had the experience of the first two aircraft to find their trouisles. 

^ce tHeji~ "ij^tems are'the ̂  s could be 

Hified in the"tine allotted. Also, the planes' flying time was mostly during 

|st and September. As stated earlier, the Air Force is not manned to support the 

Pt of grdijmdi0pfaj|4;ions that the AEJC people would like. Thus, LRL really had 

V5. \f '^'^^ to workr^]'^e"s;^TeS^ The qptical system has",̂ at" 

^ Vt, too naixow: a field of "view i^ of the tra<̂ .king problems. Once the track-

\ } '5^^^'|^^Tp^^tfiilds~of"'vliwl^ ' 

" '̂  J'Y^ome up tp Speed^OTibutliave^yet to record a good UTV signal duelto^th^ 

of the Teller light simulator:(the Xenon gas candle). The Short TOBIS tracked 

\ and saw the HE from the Piglet on Crosscheck 2 right on the crosshair 

.q 
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vertically and about l/4 off horizontally. The log box detector saw nothing due to 

a lack of a source. There is a problem of tubes for the Short Toms. There are none 

being aged in Livermore and no means of keeping them under voltage at KAFB. This, 

of course, will be rectified as soon as possible. Flying Bertha is not installed yet due 

to the lack of a door with glass in it. One is being built at General Dynamics, Ft. 

Worth, and will be ready for installation in late November, 1964. At that time, 

Flying Bertha will also be installed along with an "instant fireball camera" as was 

used at Christmas Island during Dominic. Another wide angle detector ca31ed IM-8 is 

yet to be ins tan ed but is being worked on at Livermore; however. It is not considered 

part of the basic system but an experimental detector. The scope recording system is 

in rather poor shape but can and will be put in good condition by January 1, I965 -

There is still a great need for transistorized scopes with amplifiers for this system. 

Since they, have yet ±o-be ordered, they- will most likely not be ready Amtil-sooae -time 

in the Spring of I965 at the earliest. There is now time to consider long range plans 

in more detail than in the past, and have people see that they are successfully carried 

out. 

E. SUMMARY 

None of the above problems, both organization and technical, prevented 

,-a--very - suĉ «̂;fv̂ .-XIroB̂ check-2 mission andjnluid it been^a real nuclear device. 

adequate data would have been obtained. Itowever,these probl«ns-must be solved lio 

have a smooth ninning organization and reliable 4ata gathering capability. 

The plans for the next few months are to work on all of these problems and 

solve-all-those .that can be in that time^span^—- — 

...i —, 

. - i - . , 
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III. RADIOCHEtCECAL SAMPLING 

Operation Crosscheck was carried out in order to examine the capability of 

JTF-8 to perform airborne delivery and diagnostics of experimental nucleax devices. 

After a nuclear detonation, the Radiochemistry Division is responsible for taking 

samples of the airborne debris with manned aircraft and rockets. Objectives 

of the Radiochemistry Division in Crosscheck can be sumirarized as follows: 

1. To simulate manned sampling operations using new aircraft (B-57F) as 

a training grovmd for personnel of the Laboratory, and the sampling 

squadron. 

2. To aid in the training of airborne control aircraft personnel during 

a sampling operation. 

3. To simulate Cleansweep III rocket sampling in the vicinity of surface 

zero and to train air crews in rocket firing techniques. 

4. To fire two Cleansweep III rocket vehicles from operational aircraft 

and recover the payloads from the open sea close to Johnston Island 

within range of H-34 helicopters. 

5. To tredn rocket assembly, loading, and recovery crews. 

6. To assess, study, and solve administrative, logistic, operational, 

liason, and equipment proclems concerned with an actual operation. 

Schediiled to participate in the array at drop time were two B-57F and two 

B-57C aircraft which were to simulate post-drop rocket and manned sampling of a 

debris cloud. One B-57F would be the sample control aircraft, the other, a 

manned sampler. The B-57C's woxild simulate rocket firings at H+IO minutes, 

simulate manned sampling, and retxirn to the Johnston Island axea_fora. live 

rocket launching. Position of rocket launch point would be determined by an 

EC-121 aircraft; search and recovery of the payloads would be accomplished by 

one P2V aircraft and two H-34 helicopters. 

Operational and technical difficulties allowed only one simulated manned 

sampling operation, three simulated rocket firing operations, and no live rocket; 

firing operations during the five separate arrays. Two successful rocket firings 

were accomplished using edrcraft local to Johnston Island on days when the eirrays 
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were not being assembled. The resiilts of the manned sampling training are 

most unsatisfactory and further missions should be arranged to correct this 

situation. Positioning of the rocket firing aircraft by the EC-121 aircraft 

was unsatisfactory for both the simulated rocket firings near surface zero 

end around the Johnston Island axea. In a real operation, however, the final 

launch position will be determined principally by the launch aircraft. Details 

of operations and problems were appended. 

Launch points for both live rocket firings were determined from the Johnston 

Island TACAN station; the positioning was good. Two rocket launches were 

successful, and the payloads were recovered in the designated impact area. Pay-

loads were sighted visually by the dye marker for, in each case, the transmitter 

failed to function. 

The support crew training was excellent. The assembly and loading went 

smoothly and easily with the second rocket launch after technical difficulties 

enco\uitered with the first launch were solved. Rocket motor handling, arming, 

and disarming procedures were worked out satisfactorily. Helicopter recovery 

operations wer̂ e studied, practiced, and executed with skill and dispatch. 

In a prolonged operation, there needs to be additional recreational facilities 

on Johnston Inland, for example, swimming areas. Opportunities to call home by 

ham radio will greatly enhance morale of Johnston Island personnel. 

The following recommendations are the res\ilt of Operation Crosscheck: 

1. The sampling squadron should participate in practice manned aircraft 

sampling missions enrploying a sample controller from either UBL or 

LASL, a ground controller experienced in sampling operations, and at 

least four sampling aircraft. 

2. Aircraft controllers from the EC-121 control aircraft should observe 

the above operation to be able to conduct a similar one from an EC-121 

at a later date. 

3. A mission should be flown by a B-57F to determine maximum altitude to 

be expected from the aircraft at low latitudes and in the proper 

configuration. 

4. More sample contro31ers should be trained in order to avoid aborting a 

live santpling mission due to lack of control. 

5. Weather protection shoxild be provided for B-57F cockpits and B-57C 

rocket loading operations. 

6. All UHF and VHP radios on sampling and control aircraft should be 

operative at take._off. "~ 
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7. The rocket launching aircralT: should fly a predetermined raission on 

a live drop. Any changes in the mission should come from the sample 

controller after he has the preliminary yield at about H+5 minutes. 

Before launching the Cleansweep III rockets, the aircraft must obtain 

corridor clearance from the airborne aircraft controller, then be passed 

to the sample controller for final permission to fire. Final positioning 

of the lavmch aircraft within the corridors with respect to the cloud 

should be done by the launch aircraft. 

8. Helicopters returning radioactive payloads are limited to speeds below 

about 50 knots because of erratic behavior of suspended payloads at 

higher speeds. Returning payloads to a point 25O miles from surface 

zero would then take about five ho\u:s, a time iinacceptably long. Thus 

recovery helicopters sho\ild be based on a seaborne platform stationed 

closer to s\irface zero; payloads should be retiirned to the platform, 

samples recovered, packaged, and transported by air to Johnston Island 

to be loaded on the normal H+6 hour sample ret\im aircraft. 

9. Minor modifications sho\ald be made to the Cleansweep III payload and the 

final payload tested for reliability before stockpiling. Such a program 

is vmderway. 

10. Cleansweep III is launched from a B-57C, consequently, the maximum 

. operating distance from base is 450 nmi; the size of the debris sa'aple 

taken by Cleansweep III is too small by a factor of about 50 for complete 

radiochemical diagnostics. The development of Cleansweep IV should be 

undertaken to remove these limitations of range and sample size. 

11. The radiochemical sampling program shoxild have more personnel, their 

numbers and duties axe appended. 

12. There shoiild be provision made for rapid transportation of a limited 

number of personnel to provide adequate liason between sampling operations 

(Johnston Island) and headquarters 8.1.2 and 8.4. 

13. Communications between Johnston Island, Hickam AFB, and Damon TrE.cT,, both 

. telephone and TWX, should be greatly improved. 

14. There should be swiimning facilities on Johnston Island, both a swiimiing 

pool and a reef area with shark net. 

15. There should be a ham radio station on Johnston Island to enable personnel 

to call home once in a while. 
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Appendix A 

MISSION SUMMARIES 

1. Flyaround No. 1, Oct. 12, 1964. 

The sampling array consisted of a B-57F control aircraft wixh LASL 

sample controller, a B-57F sampler aircraft with Air Force navigator, a 

"B-57C aircraft with LRL rocketeer and d\ammy rocket, and a B-57C with Air 

Force navigator. One LRL person rode in the EC-121 to observe radar 

positioning and control. 

Communications, positioning, and aircraft control were very poor. 

Rocket sampling passes near surface zero were made without control of 

sample controller. Communications were so poor that no simulated manned 

sampling could take place. In both dry runs near Johnston Island, the 

simulated rocket launch point was past the predicted impact area, at 

least 25 miles from briefed position. This last position error was due 

largely to the very large image of Johnston Island on the radar screen. 

A dummy rocket was loaded instead of a live one because tools had not 

yet arrived from Hickam AFB. Slm\ilated loading, arming, disarming, and 

unloading of live rocket motors. 
2. Crosscheck No. 1, Oct. 15, 1964. 

The sampling array consisted of a B-57F control aircraft with LASL 

sample controller, a B-57F sampler aircraft with Air Force navigator, 

a B-57C aircraft with LRL rocketeer and a dummy round, and a B-57C aircraft 

with an Air Force navigator. Two LRL personnel rode the EC-121 aircraft 

to observe radar control and positioning. 

Communications were poor, positioning and control were better than 

last time but need improvement. After aborting four live drop rufis, the 

array dispersed without accomplishing mission. 

The dummy rocket was loaded on the B-57C because of many technical 

difficulties with the aircraft, rocket, and mounting systems. 

3. Crosscheck No. 1 prime, Oct. I7, 1964. 

The sampling array consisted of a B-57C aircraft with LRL rocketeer 

and live rocket, and a B-57C aircraft with LASL rocketeer. The B-57F-

mission was cancelled because one aircraft was not in commission, therefore, 

there was no manned sampling practice scheduled. One LRL person rode xhe 

EC-121 aircraft to observe radar control and positioning. 
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No simulated rocket firing passes were made. Communications, control 

and positioning by radar were better, but dry runs for live rocket firing 

were made in the vicinity of Johnston Island positioned by the EC-121 

aircraft. TACAN from Johnston Island was erratic, but visual sightir^ of 

the Island checked the firing point roughly. Live run aborted because 

firing console lights were not operating. Successful landing, diaxming 

and xinloading of live rocket performed, 

4. Live Firing No. 1, Oct. I8, 1964. 

Rocket firing array consisted of one B-57C aircraft with LRL rocketeer 

and one live round, one B-57C aircrsift with Air Force navigator, one P2V 

search aircraft, and two H-34 recovery helicopters. 

Johnston Island TACM was working well so the firing point was determined 

using that navigational aid. The rocket wâ s cold-soaked for two hoiurs, 

the last half hoiur the other B-57C aircraft joined as a safety chase aircraft. 

After a successful launch the probable splash area was searched by the B-57C 

aircraft, there was no UHF recovery transmitter signal. The payload was 

sighted by the chase B-57C, the helicopters, and the P2V, the dye marker 

stood out well. The recovery was tinusual because the spherical recovery 

balloon 'did not inflate and the recovery line h\mg vertically in the water. 

The payload was snagged by the gills and brought aboard the helicopter. Some 

minor deficiencies in the payload were noted and will be corrected later. 

The paper was clean and dry, and there was pressure in the diffuser. 

5. Flyarotuad No. 2, Oct. 22, I964. 

Sample array consisted of a B-57F control aircraft with LRL controller, 

a B-57F sampler aircraft with Air Force navigator, a B-57C aircraft with 

LRL rocketeer, and a B-57C aircraft with Air Force navigator. One LRL 

person' rode the EC-121 to observe communications, positioning and control. 

Rain on the previous afternoon and evening cancelled the loading of a 

live rocket. The B-57F aircraft were both boaxded in a heavy downpour, 

which, after takeoff proved disasterous to communications, the radios had 

been drenched. Upon climbing, the sample control aircraft lost cabin 

pressture and could contact no one but the Johnston tower. The entire 

sampling mission was aborted shortly after takeoff because sample controller 

could not contact any sanpling aircraft. 

6. Live firing No. 2, Oct. 23, 1964. 

The rocket firing array and mission was the same as the previous live 

firing. Launch position vas good, launch was successful, the payload was 
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sighted in the impact area, but no UHF recovery beacon again. This time 

the spherical balloon inflated and the pickup vas effected in 1 minute, , 

20 seconds. The paper was clean and dry and there was pressure in the 

diffuser. The same minor deficiencies in the payload were noted for 

-future correction. 

7. Crosscheck No. 2, Oct. 24, 1964. 

Sample array consisted of one B-57F control aircraft with LRL controller, 

one B-57F sampler aircraft with Air Force navigator, one B-57C aircraft 

with LRL rocketeer, and one B-57C aircraft with Air Force navigator. 

The sampler aircraft left the array with frozen ailerons, but encoimtered 

no problems upon descending below the freezing level. Simvilated rocket 

firing passes were made but coordination between EC-121 aircraft,'sample 

controller, and rocket firing aircraft left much to be desired. Finally a 

practice manned sampling mission was run with the two B-57C's enroute to 

Johnston Island. One EC-121 lost it's radar stabilization, and the 

sampling array was placed under control of the other, which was not very 

familiar with that part of the mission and had many more aircraft to control 

than was planoied. Two dry runs for rocket firing passes were made in the 

vicinity of Johnston Island and the positions checked versus TACAN. In 

one case, 'the aircraft was 30 miles south of the firing point, in the other, 

the aircraft was positioned at the predicted impact point, 25 miles dawn 

range of the firing point. 
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Appendix E - CROSSCHECK EQUIPMENT REPORT 

The following equipment problems were'noted during Operation"Crosscheck: 

1. B-57C aircraft - The following deficiencies were noted in aircraft 

numbers 832 and 944 which were recently modified by WRAMA for Cleansweep 

rocket launching: 

a. a?he LABS gear was inoperative and remains so >̂  .a continuous 

firing signal was generated when the LABS unit is energized. The LABS 

system was disconnected and temporarily replaced by a pushbutton. 

b. A cable used to connect the pilot's panel to wing wiring was 

massing and was added. 

c. A second cable connection (Cannon pliig) was incorrectly made by 

altering the connector. This caused the firing signal to go directly to 

ground. This connection was repaired. 

d. The launcher firing circuit bypassed the solenoid switch within 

the launcher. This situation was corrected for the rocket would have been 

launched automatically as the aircraft passed thro\igh 20,000 feet. 

e. There was no rocket jettison capability. The launchers and pylons 

were modified in the field to enable the pilot to jettison the rocket. 

f. Tbe motor retention relay was inoperative on all but one of the 

laxinchers. 

g. The IFF beacon and VHF radios operated sporadically if at all. 

These aircraft were delivered to the field with no time for checkout and 

V "-consequently had many problems which could otherwise have been avoided. 

2. Cleansweep payloads. 

a. Recovered ro\md No. 15 - the radiotransmitter, stroboscopic light 

and spherical flotation balloon did not function, and five of the six 

screws in the forward fairing casting were sheared. The diffuser was 

completely sealed; however, and a good, dry, sample would have been obtained. 

There was no apparent damage to the paper by aerodynamic heating. 

b. Recovered round No. I6. Again the radiotransmitter and stroboscopic 

light failed to function; but the flotation aids were fully deployed. Tlie 

diffuser was dry and press\urized, and a good sample woiild have been obtained. 

The paper showed no evidence of aerodynamic heating. As in round No. 15, 

five of the six screws in the forward fairing were sheared. A complete 

postmortem will be performed on both payloads upon their ret\im to tlie 

Laboratory. 

3. Motors, The CDI classification is awkward for handling and shipping 

pxirposes. It is desirable that the motors be shipped with a dessicant tube 

installed rather than the igniter. Two of these igniters were installed so 
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tightly that our two igniter wrenches were sprung when~attempting reiacf/e3r~~ " 

for inspection. 

4. Weather. Protection for motor checkout and rocket loading must be 

provided. Shelter must also be provided for crew loading during bad weather. 

3. Miscellaneous Comments: 

a. The umbilical cable spring should be repositioned. 

b. An ultra-violet light should be mounted above fire control console for 

console lighting. 

c. The salt water batteries must be replaced by a salt water switch. 

d. The umbilical cord connecter must be changed. 

e. The thermal relays should be replaced by a cycling relay to enable 

recovery section checks. 

f. A system should be established to monitor the heater circuits in 

flight. 
g. The rocket needs to be weatherproofed. 
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LIAISON-Pi^UiiLEMS — •- -• - -• . — —. -

1. Operational liaison with JTF-8, TG 8.4, TG 8.6, and 58th WRS should 

have been made much earlier to work out in detail all the missions and lay 

on all requirements. 

2. Scientific briefings should have been conducted in detail with all 

organizations involved (TG 8.4, JTF-8, J-3, TG 8.6, EC-121 crews, and 

58th WRS) prior to first mission. 

3. Liaison by operational personnel at each station should have begun 

one week prior to the first mission. 

4. It is necessaiy to have one senior person at each station at all times. 

5. It is necessary to have a small ad.vance party on Johnston Island about 

a month ahead of the first mission. A week's time should be spent in making 

arrangements and gathering information. Pertinent information must then 

be transmitted in writing to LRL Field Services Headquarters in Honolulu 

for distribution to personnel before departure for Johnston Island. 
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JOHNSTON^ISLAiro COMMU^ — 

1. Local telephone service was slightly erratic due to old equipment and 

tropical stmosphere. 

2. Long distance telephone service was poor; reception and transmission 

"were bad to zero. 

3. TWX facilities from JTF-8 to Hickam were good, but the AEC installation 

was down for repair for two days. The .AEC installation closed at about 

1730. 

4. Transportation of personnel between Johnston Island and Hickam AFB 

was slow and inadequate. Three days were consvuned on one occasion in order 

to attend a one hour meeting. 
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Appendix E 

"CC»MMICATI0NS ¥lSMsM 1^'''^^''' ''"-'"'''^ CIASS.FICATION 

1. The maintenance of both UHF and VHF radios should be much better. 

Many of the communications problems arose because of radio failure. Rain 

protection for the cockpits is mandatory. 

2. Passing aircraft control from one EC-121 to another needs to be practiced 

until the procedure becomes routine. 

3. Aircraft controllers rarely informed B-57 aircraft of positive IFF 

contact. Positive IFF contact must be maintained with sampling aircraft or the 

aircraft mission will be aborted. 

4. Aircraft controllers rarely informed B-57 aircraft that they were in 

proper orbit. 

5. It is very difficult, if not impractical, to position the rocket launch 

aircraft accurately enough for a firing pass by radar even with a stabilization 

point, i.e., the target raft. There would be no such point after a nuclear 

detonation. 

6. Sampling aircraft in the array at shot time did not get a coimtdown to 

release. 

7. Johnston Island TACAN station was erratic at first, but later on the 

working range was about 100 miles. This device should have an operating range 

of 200 miles at the B-57 altitudes. 
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Appendix P 

ROCKET LOADING PROCEDURES ' " '"'-" " 

Previous Cleansweep rocket programs were supported hy an experienced 

outside contractor; however, the philosophy of the Laboratory has now changed. 

Accordingly, two Laboratory employees observed and assisted AFSWC and Zimney 

Corp. personnel in handling and loading operations. The test program conducted 

last s\umner provided sufficient experience that these two people were competent 

to supervise rocket handling and loading on Operation Crosscheck. 

All procedures are in accord with NAVWEPS OP 3319, the Mark 39 "Shrike" 

motor manual. 

1. All movements of the motors were made in caajiinction with J. I. securi-cy 

forces by Laboratory personnel. 

2. All aircraft being loaded were positioned at the extreme end of the 

parking area, headed out to sea and were adequately grounded. 

3. Non-sparking tools were used in working on the motor, which was also 

grounded. 

4. A maximum of five people were permitted in the immediate vicinity of the 

loading. 

5. A security guard was posted by the rocket motor when it was out of the 

locked bvtnker. 

6. The umbilical cord was not attached nor was the mechanical arming lever 

advanced T^til immediately prior to take-off. 

7. When landing with a live rocket, the aircraft carrying the rocket taxied 

to the extreme end of the runway where it was met by a Laboratory eicployec 

who locked the arming lever in the SAFE position and disconnected the umbilical 
o 

cord. The aircraft then made a loO turn to the south and taxied bacli to 

the original parking area where the rocket was removed from the aircraft. 

8. Fire control console power was not turned on tintil the aircraft had 

cleared the island. 

In accordance with our discussions held at Damon Tract in Honolulu these 

handling procedures will be written down in detail in conjunction with our Hc'.ards 

Control department. 
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PAYLOAD RECOVERY PROBLEMS •''"̂'« '̂  -. 

1. The UHF recovery transmitter did not function. This beacon can be ~ 

detected in both range and azimuth from a miximum range of 8 miles at 

an altitude of 500 feet. 

2. After recovery, the payload is suspended in a net below the helicopter 

for radiation protection. In this configuration, the maximum speed of 

the helicopter is 50 knots because of erratic behavior of the payload 

above this speed. If an event occurred at 250 miles from Johnston Island, 

the samples would arrive too late for rapid return to the Laboratory. 

3. The helicopter crews practiced recovering the payload for about a 

week at Johnston Island.' The experience gained by this practice is invaluable 

and should be done on fut\ire operations. 

k. Dye marker is hard to see if one is looking into the sun at mid-day. 

According to the Navy, the present dye marker is by far the best one. 
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Appendix H 
-m-J.SSiGNMENT OF PROPER CLASSIFICATION" 

RADIOCHEMICAL SAMPLING - PERSONNEL KEQUIREMEIWS 

Personnel required for a Pacific test rehersal such as Crosscheck are 

as follows: 
_ 1. Senior sample controller. 

2. Sample controller (in training). 

3. Project manager. 

k. Pay load/loading technician. 

5- Electrical technician. 

6. Mechanical technician. 

T. Disassembly technician. 

8. Aircraft equipment technician. 

9. Field services personnel. 

10. Other technicians as available for training piirposes. These people will 

be utilized as a cache to train a larger crew for a test operation. 

Personnel required for a Pacific test operation are as follows: 

1. Senior sample controller. 

2. Sample controller. 

3. Project manager. 

k. Assistant to project manager. 

5. Sample co-ordinator. 

6. Couriers (3). 

7. Rocket launch personnel (3). 

8. Aircraft equipment technician. 

9. Rocket assembly and loading technician supervisor. 

10. Rocket assembly and loading technicians (8). ' 

11. Disassembly technician supervisor. 

12., Disassembly crew (5). 

13.' Rad Safe monitor. 

Ik. Data processer. ' 

15. Field services (2). 

16. Photographer (l). 

Tota l - 28 t o 32 depending upon t h e amount of overlap t h a t can be used, 

i . e . , the p ro j ec t manager can probably be one of the rocket launch personne l . 

The above est imates are based on using J . I . wi th t h e p r e s e n t l y planned 

f a c i l i t i e s . In the event a seaborne platform i s u t i l i z e d , a^Lditional people 

may be requi red depending upon the handling techniques . 
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Cros¥6he6k~also indicated" a'need'for'morriiarson and training prior to 

a rehersal or test operation. Accordingly, the present day-to-day Laboratory 

personnel requirements for the radiochemistiy sampling program are presently 

vmder consideration. 

IV. DEVICE ASSEMBLY AND HANDLING. BARBERS POINT 

Operation Crosscheck vas a success in that it brought to light several 

inadequacies in the system as planned. The primary areas of review are as follows: 

1. Test Vehicle Design 

2. Certification and Assembly of Test Vehicles 

3. Telemetry of Fuzing and Fire Set Function 

h. Radiochemistry 

5. EOD Activities 

6. HASBP CoD5)lex 

a. Operation 
• b. Security 
c. Facilities 

1. Test Vehicle Design 

The mechanicai design of UTV is satisfactory, except for one item. The 

case separation Indicators need redesign to prevent damage on test vehicle assembly. 

The fuzing and fire set perform as designed except for the zippers. Model S102HJ. 

This model zipper tises a solid state timer which is not compatible with the fire set. 

The deficiency of the design is knovm and will be corrected, or Model S102H zippers 

will be vised. 
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2. Certification and Assembly of Test Vehicle 

The Test Vehicle Assembly Manuals were incomplete for Operation Cross
check, and the inaccuracies were being noted for future correction. 
However, the use of check lists was not evident. The Bomb Engineer's' 
(Sandia) Bomb Book shoxold have the necessary check lists of the Test 
Vehicle and all should be completed before the event and reviewed by 
the Device System Engineer. 

3« Telemetry of Fuzing and Fire Set Function 

The preliminary report by Sandia, October 26, I96U, indicates that the 
telemetry system for Crosscheck w2. was satisfactory. However, a more 
complete report is required by the Device System Engineer by H plus. 
8 hours. It shoTild contain the following data: 

a, FM/FM 

a.l. Fuzing and Fire Set Function Times 

a.2. Fuzing and Fire Set Voltages 

a.3. P:||essure Transducer Data (including pressure vs. time 
curve) 

b. HRT 

b.l. Zipper Data (time and output level) 

b.2. Pin Switch Times 

b.3. Copy of the as recorded HRT pin switch data from all 
aircraft 

The fact that the Crosscheck #2 zippers did not function is of vital 
concern both for Readiness and NTS activities. Immediate knowledge 
of such failures is necessary to prevent subsequent devices from being 
duds. 

h, Radiochemi stry 

bill 
The installation of the eight Am Bomb Fraction Tracers in the mock 
device went very smoothly. No problems were encountered with regard to 
radiation levels. The mock device had a maximum reading of 7 mr/hr at 
one foot and the assemibled Test Vehicle a maximum of 65 mr/hr contact 
and 6 mr/hr at one foot. If the tracer loading remains similar to that ^ 
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of Crosscheck, the only problem that I can foresee is the design of the 
tracer capstiles to meet the requirements of the device physicists with 
regard to mass discontinuity of the radiation case. 

5. EOD Activities 

The EOD activities were not completely satisfactory. This is due in 
part to the fact that Crosscheck did not really require the participa
tion of the EOD teams. No Red Label Shipnents (high explosive combined 
with nuclear material) were required; therefore, the normal notification 
to the EOD teams and other base activities had to be simulated. One of 
the major shortcomings of the entire EOD activities was the lack of the 
Test Vehicle Disposal Instruction Manuals, this Sandia document has not 
been distributed as of this date. The LRL Test Vehicle Disposal Instruc
tion Addendian for Crosscheck #2 was distributed to the appropriate 
organizations, but several days behind schedule due to difficulties in 
obtaining sec\arity certification for the mailing addresses of the DOD 
organizations. The resjKsnse of the DOD-EOD Teams varied. At Travis 
the LRL representative was unable to contact the EOD officer \intil ten 
minutes before takeoff of the SAM. However, he has made contact, and 
the liaison has been established for future operations. In Hawaii, 
close liaison waî  established both at Barbers Point and Hickman; detailed 
plans of action were written up and actual EOD briefings conducted at. 
Barbers Point. Dick Adelmann made a trip to Johnston Island to make 
contact with the EOD team. They had received the LRL-TVDI addendum and 
had appropriate questions for Dick to Einswer. 

6. HASBP Complex 

a. Operation 

The Task Force must establish the man in charge of the complex; 
this should be done formally. He must be a man closely asso
ciated with the day to day activities at Barbers Point. The 
documents governing the operation need to be revised to incorp
orate the additions requested by LRL prior to Crosscheck and 
changes due to the experience of Crosscheck. The coordination 
betvreen the three laboratories on operational matters was very 
good. 

b. Security 

Improvement in the security is required in three areas: . 
administration, training of Marine Sentries, and door system of 
Bldg. 1682. The administration of security should be a Task 
Force function and not that of an individual laboratory; the 
personnel may be from a laboratory, but they must be responsible 
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to the Task Force. The door system of Bldg. I682 as installed 
- was defective and Sandia is redesigning the Bystem. However, 

this redesigned system cotild also fail; therefore, a substitute 
system, as used in Crosscheck, shoTild be adequately installed; 
i.e., hasps on all required doors and sufficient padlocks 
available from the* security force. The Marine Sentries were 
inadequately trained for the administration of the security 
id.thin "C" ccanpotuid, Bldg. 1682. The solution is either to 
adequately train the Marines or use AEC provided guards for 
this function. One possible problem with AEC guards is the 
variation in number of guards required to administer the 
"buddy system" as devices are moved about. 

Review of exchange badge system for possible improvement is in 
order. 

c. Facilities 

The facilities that require action are listed below; many of 
these corrective actions are already in process. 

c.l. Rework of Cranes 

c.2. Relocation of Tritium Monitor Amplifiers to exterior of 
Bldg. 1682 

C.3. Lightning rods need to be raised 

c.k. Installation of emergency ventilation switches on 
exterior of building 

C.5. Road System needs improvement to keep debris off areas 
traversed by Test Vehicles 

C.6. The proposed location of the new igloos shovild be re
investigated. It is highly desirable that they be lo
cated within the "C" compoxind. 

c.7. Additional bunk facilities are required in the "A" 
compound - office trailer area. 

c.8. The Air Force should provide a svdtable power unit for 
C-I2U aircraft at Barbers Point. 
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c.9. 
The capacity of Bldg. I682 to handle all of the required 
assembly operations of an intensive test series is marginal. 
Therefore, a,few additional items of handling gear should 
be procured in the event that some of the LRL Test Vehicle 
assemblies would occur at Travis. 
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